We introduce the polygon cloud, also known as a polygon set or soup, as a compressible representation of 3D geometry (including its attributes, such as color texture) intermediate between polygonal meshes and point clouds. Dynamic or timevarying polygon clouds, like dynamic polygonal meshes and dynamic point clouds, can take advantage of temporal redundancy for compression, if certain challenges are addressed. In this paper, we propose methods for compressing both static and dynamic polygon clouds, specifically triangle clouds. We compare triangle clouds to both triangle meshes and point clouds in terms of compression, for live captured dynamic colored geometry. We find that triangle clouds can be compressed nearly as well as triangle meshes, while being far more robust to noise and other structures typically found in live captures, which violate the assumption of a smooth surface manifold, such as lines, points, and ragged boundaries. We also find that triangle clouds can be used to compress point clouds with significantly better performance than previously demonstrated point cloud compression methods. In particular, for intra-frame coding of geometry, our method improves upon octree-based intra-frame coding by a factor of 5-10 in bit rate. Inter-frame coding improves this by another factor of 2-5. Overall, our dynamic triangle cloud compression improves over the previous state-of-the-art in dynamic point cloud compression by 33% or more.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of virtual and augmented reality comes the birth of a new medium: live captured 3D content that can be experienced from any point of view. Such content ranges from static scans of compact 3D objects, to dynamic captures of non-rigid objects such as people, to captures of rooms including furniture, public spaces swarming with people, and whole cities in motion. For such content to be captured at one place and delivered to another for consumption by a virtual or augmented reality device (or by more conventional means), the content needs to be represented and compressed for transmission or storage. Applications include gaming, tele-immersive communication, free navigation of highly produced entertainment as well as live events, historical artifact and site preservation, acquisition for special effects, and so forth. This paper presents a novel means of representing and compressing the visual part of such content.
Until this point, two of the more promising approaches to representing both static and time-varying 3D scenes have been polygonal meshes and point clouds, along with their associated color information. However, both approaches have drawbacks. Polygonal meshes represent surfaces very well, but they are not robust to noise and other structures typically found in live captures, such as lines, points, and ragged boundaries that violate the assumptions of a smooth surface manifold. Point clouds, on the other hand, have a hard time modeling surfaces as compactly as meshes.
We propose a hybrid between polygonal meshes and point clouds: polygon clouds. Polygon clouds are sets of polygons, often called a polygon soup. The polygons in a polygon cloud are not required to represent a coherent surface. Like the points in a point cloud, the polygons in a polygon cloud can represent noisy, real-world geometry captures without any assumption of a smooth 2D manifold. In fact, any polygon in a polygon cloud can be collapsed into a point or line as a special case. The polygons may also overlap. On the other hand, the polygons in the cloud can also be stitched together into a watertight mesh if desired to represent a smooth surface. Thus
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polygon clouds generalize both point clouds and polygonal meshes.
For concreteness we focus on triangles instead of arbitrary polygons, and we develop an encoder and decoder for sequences of triangle clouds. We assume a simple group of frames (GOF) model, where each group of frames begins with an Intra (I) frame, also called a reference frame or a key frame, which is followed by a sequence of Predicted (P) frames, also called inter frames. The triangles are assumed to be consistent across frames. That is, the triangles' vertices are assumed to be tracked from one frame to the next. The trajectories of the vertices are not constrained. Thus the triangles may change from frame to frame in location, orientation, and proportion. For geometry encoding, redundancy in the vertex trajectories is removed by a spatial othogonal transform followed by temporal prediction, allowing low latency. For color encoding, the triangles in each frame are projected back to the coordinate system of the reference frame. In the reference frame we voxelize the triangles in order to ensure that their color textures are sampled uniformly in space regardless of the sizes of the triangles, and in order to construct a common vector space in which to describe the color textures and their evolution from frame to frame. Redundancy of the color vectors is removed by a spatial orthogonal transform followed by temporal prediction, similar to redundancy removal for geometry. Uniform scalar quantization and entropy coding matched to the spatial transform are employed for both color and geometry.
We compare triangle clouds to both triangle meshes and point clouds in terms of compression, for live captured dynamic colored geometry. We find that triangle clouds can be compressed nearly as well as triangle meshes, while being far more flexible in representing live captured content. We also find that triangle clouds can be used to compress point clouds with significantly better performance than previously demonstrated point cloud compression methods.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Following a summary of related work in Section 2, preliminary material is presented in Section 3. Components of our compression system are presented in Section 4, while the core of our system is presented in Section 5. Experimental results are presented in Section 6. The conclusion is in Section 7.
RELATED WORK

Mesh compression
3D mesh compression has a rich history, particularly from the 1990s forward. Overviews may be found in [1, 2, 3] . Fundamental is the need to code mesh topology, or connectivity, such as in [4, 5] . Beyond coding connectivity, coding the geometry, i.e., the positions of the vertices, is also fundamental. Many approaches have been taken, but one significant and practical approach to geometry coding is based on "geometry images" [6] and their temporal extension, "geometry videos" [7] . In these approaches, the mesh is partitioned into patches, the patches are projected onto a 2D plane as charts, non-overlapping charts are laid out in a rectangular atlas, and the atlas is compressed using a standard image or video coder, compressing both the geometry and the texture (i.e., color) data. For dynamic geometry, the meshes are assumed to be temporally consistent (i.e., connectivity is constant frame-to-frame) and the patches are likewise temporally consistent. Geometry videos have been used for representing and compressing free-viewpoint video of human actors [8] .
Other key papers on mesh compression of human actors in the context of tele-immersion include [9, 10] .
Motion estimation
A critical part of dynamic mesh compression is the ability to track points over time. If a mesh is defined for a keyframe, and the vertices are tracked over subsequent frames, then the mesh becomes a temporally consistent dynamic mesh. There is a huge body of literature in the 3D tracking, 3D motion estimation or scene flow, 3D interest point detection and matching, 3D correspondence, non-rigid registration, and the like. We are particularly influenced by [11, 12, 13] , all of which produce in real time, given data from one or more RGBD sensors for every frame t, a parameterized mapping f θt : R 3 → R 3 that maps points in frame t to points in frame t+1. Though corrections may need to be made at each frame, chaining the mappings together over time yields trajectories for any given set of points. Compressing these trajectories is similar to compressing motion capture (mocap) trajectories, which has been well studied. [14] is a recent example with many references. Compression typically involves an intra-frame transform to remove spatial redundancy and either temporal prediction (if low latency is required) or a temporal transform (if the entire clip or group of frames is available) to remove temporal redundancy, as in [15] .
Graph signal processing
Graph Signal Processing (GSP) has emerged as an extension of the theory of linear shift invariant signal processing to the processing of signals on discrete graphs, where the shift operator is taken to be the adjacency matrix of the graph, or alternatively the Laplacian matrix of the graph [16, 17] . GSP was extended to critically sampled perfect reconstuction wavelet filter banks in [18, 19] . These constructions were used for dynamic mesh compression in [20, 21] .
Point cloud compression using octrees
Sparse Voxel Octrees (SVOs) were developed in the 1980s to represent the geometry of three-dimensional objects [22, 23] . Recently SVOs have been shown to have highly efficient implementations suitable for encoding at video frame rates [24] .
In the guise of occupancy grids, they have also had significant use in robotics [25, 26, 27] . Octrees were first used for point cloud compression in [28] . They were further developed for progressive point cloud coding, including color attribute compression, in [29] . Octrees were extended to coding of dynamic point clouds (i.e., point cloud sequences) in [30] . The focus of [30] was geometry coding; their color attribute coding remained rudimentary. Their method of inter-frame geometry coding was to take the exclusive-OR (XOR) between frames and code the XOR using an octree. Their method was implemented in the Point Cloud Library [31] .
Color attribute compression for static point clouds
To better compress the color attributes in static voxelized point clouds, Zhang, Florêncio, and Loop used transform coding based on the Graph Fourier Transform (GFT), recently developed in the theory of Graph Signal Processing [32] . While transform coding based on the GFT has good compression performance, it requires eigen-decompositions for each coded block, and hence may not be computationally attractive. To improve the computational efficiency, while not sacrificing compression performance, Queiroz and Chou developed an orthogonal Region-Adaptive Hierarchical Transform (RAHT) along with an entropy coder [33] . RAHT is essentially a Haar transform with the coefficients appropriately weighted to take the non-uniform shape of the domain (or region) into account. As its structure matches the Sparse Voxel Octree, it is extremely fast to compute. Other approaches to non-uniform regions include the shape-adaptive DCT [34] and color palette coding [35] . Further approaches based on non-uniform sampling of an underlying stationary process can be found in [36] , which uses the KLT matched to the sample, and in [37] , which uses sparse representation and orthogonal matching pursuit.
Dynamic point cloud compression
Thanou, Chou, and Frossard [38, 39] were the first to deal fully with dynamic voxelized points clouds, by finding matches between points in adjacent frames, warping the previous frame to the current frame, predicting the color attributes of the current frame from the quantized colors of the previous frame, and coding the residual using the GFTbased method of [32] . Thanou et al. used the XOR-based method of Kammerl et al. [30] for inter-frame geometry compression. However, the method of [30] proved to be inefficient, in a rate-distortion sense, for anything except slowly moving subjects, for two reasons. First, the method "predicts" the current frame from the previous frame, without any motion compensation. Second, the method codes the geometry losslessly, and so has no ability to perform a ratedistortion trade-off. To address these shortcomings, Queiroz and Chou [40] used block-based motion compensation and rate-distortion optimization to select between coding modes (intra or motion-compensated coding) for each block. Further, they applied RAHT to coding the color attributes (in intra-frame mode), color prediction residuals (in inter-frame mode), and the motion vectors (in inter-frame mode). They also used in-loop deblocking filters. Mekuria et al. [41] independently proposed block-based motion compensation for dynamic point cloud sequences. Although they did not use rate-distortion optimization, they used affine transformations for each motion-compensated block, rather than just translations. Unfortunately, it appears that block-based motion compensation of dynamic point cloud geometry tends to produce gaps between blocks, which are perceptually more damaging than indicated by objective metrics such as the Haussdorf-based metrics commonly used in geometry compression [42] .
Key learnings
Some of the key learnings from the previous work, taken as a whole, are that
• Point clouds are preferable to meshes for resilience to noise and non-manifold signals measured in real world signals, especially for real time capture where the computational cost of heavy duty pre-processing (e.g., surface reconstruction, topological denoising, charting) can be prohibitive.
• For geometry coding in static scenes, point clouds appear to be more compressible than meshes, even though the performance of point cloud geometry coding seems to be limited by the lossless nature of the current octree methods. In addition, octree processing for geometry coding is extremely fast.
• For color attribute coding in static scenes, both point clouds and meshes appear to be well compressible. If charting is possible, compressing the color as an image may win out due to the maturity of image compression algorithms today. However, direct octree processing for color attribute coding is extremely fast, as it is for geometry coding.
• For both geometry and color attribute coding in dynamic scenes (or inter-frame coding), temporally consistent dynamic meshes are highly compressible. However, finding a temporally consistent mesh can be challenging from a topological point of view as well as from a computational point of view.
In our work, we aim to achieve the high compression efficiency possible with intra-frame point cloud compression and inter-frame dynamic mesh compression, while simultaneously achieving the high computational efficiency possible with octree-based processing, as well as its robustness to realworld noise and non-manifold data.
PRELIMINARIES
Notation
Notation is given in Table 1 . inter-frame color quantization stepsize 
Dynamic triangle clouds
A dynamic triangle cloud is a numerical representation of a time changing 3D scene or object. We denote it by a sequence {T (t) } where T (t) is a triangle cloud at time t. Each individual frame T (t) has geometry (shape and position) and color information.
The geometry information consists of a list of vertices
i ] is a point in 3D, and a list of triangles (or faces)
m ] is a vector of indices of vertices from V (t) . We denote by V (t) the N p × 3 matrix whose i-th row is the point v (t)
i , and similarly we denote by F (t) the N f × 3 matrix whose m-th row is the triangle f (t)
m . The triangles in a triangle cloud do not have to be adjacent or form a mesh, and they can overlap. Two or more vertices of a triangle may have the same coordinates, thus collapsing into a line or point.
The color information consists of a list of colors
n ] is a vector in YUV space (or other convenient color space). We denote by C (t) the N c × 3 matrix whose n-th row is the color c
n . The list of colors represents the colors across the surfaces of the triangles. To be specific, c
n is the color of a "refined" vertex v (t) r (n), where the refined vertices are obtained by uniformly subdividing each triangle in F (t) by upsampling factor U , as shown in Figure 1b for U = 4. We denote by V (t) r the N c ×3 matrix whose nth row is the refined vertex v
r can be computed from V (t) and F (t) , so we do not need to encode it, but we will use it to compress the color information. Note that N c = N f (U +1)(U +2)/2. The upsampling factor U should be high enough so that it does not limit the color spatial resolution obtainable by the color cameras. In our experiments, we set U = 10 or higher. Setting U higher does not typically affect the bit rate significantly, though it does affect memory and computation in the encoder and decoder.
Thus frame t can be represented by the triple
We use a Group of Frames (GOF) model, in which the sequence is partitioned into GOFs. The GOFs are processed independently. Without loss of generality, we label the frames in a GOF t = 1 . . . , N . There are two types of frames: reference and predicted. In each GOF, the first frame (t = 1) is a reference frame and all other frames (t = 2, . . . , N ) are predicted. Within a GOF, all frames must have the same number of vertices, triangles, and colors:
The triangles are assumed to be consistent across frames so that there is a correspondence between colors and vertices within the GOF. In Figure 1b we show an example of the correspondences between two consecutive frames in a GOF. Across GOFs, the GOFs may have a different numbers of frames, vertices, triangles, and colors.
In the following two subsections, we outline how to obtain a triangle cloud from an existing point cloud or an existing triangular mesh. we need a way to fit a point cloud to a set of triangles in such a way that we produce GOFs with consistent triangles. One way of doing that is the following.
Decide if frame in P
(t) is reference or predicted.
If reference frame:
(a) Fit triangles to point cloud to obtain V (1) , F (1) , where V
(1) is a list of vertices and F (1) is a list of triangles.
(b) Subdivide each triangle, and project each vertex of the subdivision to the closest point in the cloud to obtain C (1) .
If predicted frame:
(a) Deform triangle cloud of previous reference frame to fit point cloud to obtain V (t) , such that the ith point v
(b) Subdivide each triangle, and project each vertex of the subdivision to the closest point in the cloud to obtain C (t) .
(c) Go to step 1.
This process will introduce geometric distortion and a change in the number of points. All points will be forced to lie in a uniform grid on the surface of a triangle. The triangle fitting can be done using triangular mesh fitting and tracking techniques such as in [11, 12, 13] .
Converting a dynamic triangular mesh to a dynamic triangle cloud
The geometry of a triangular mesh is represented by a list of key points or vertices and their connectivity, given by an array of 3D coordinates V and faces F. The triangles are constrained to form a smooth surface without holes. For color, the mesh representation typically includes an array of 2D texture coordinates T ∈ R Np×2 and a texture image. The color at any point on a face can be retrieved (for rendering) by interpolating the texture coordinates at that point on the face and sampling the image at the interpolated coordinates. The sequence of triangular meshes is assumed to be temporally consistent, meaning that within a GOF, the meshes of the predicted frames are deformations of the reference frame. The sizes and positions of the triangles may change but the deformed mesh still represents a smooth surface. The sequence of key points V (t) thus can be traced from frame to frame and the faces are all the same. To convert the color information into the dynamic triangle cloud format, for each frame and each triangle, the mesh sub-division function can be applied to obtain texture coordinates of refined triangles. Then the texture image can be sampled and a color matrix C can be formed for each frame.
Compression system overview
In this section we provide an overview of our system for compressing dynamic triangle clouds. We compress consecutive GOFs sequentially and independently, so we focus on the system for compressing an individual GOF (
For the reference frame, we voxelize the vertices V (1) , and then encode the voxelized vertices V (1) v using octree encoding. We encode the connectivity F
(1) with a lossless entropy coder. (We could use method such as EdgeBreaker or TFAN [4, 5] , but for simplicity for this small amount of data in our experiments we use the lossless universal encoder gzip.) We code the connectivity only once per GOF (i.e., for the reference frame), since the connectivity is consistent across the GOF, i.e.,
. We voxelize the colors C (1) , and encode the voxelized colors C
rv using a transform coding method that combines the region adaptive hierarchical transform (RAHT) [33] , uniform scalar quantization, and adaptive Run-Length Golomb-Rice (RLGR) entropy coding [43] . At the cost of additional complexity, the RAHT transform could be replaced by transforms with higher performance [36, 37] .
For predicted frames, we compute prediction residuals from the previously decoded frame. Specifically, for each predicted frame t > 1 we compute a motion residual ∆V
where we have denoted with a hat a quantity that has been compressed and decompressed. These residuals are encoded using again RAHT followed by uniform scalar quantization and entropy coding.
It is important to note that we do not directly compress the list of vertices V (t) or the the list of colors C (t) (or their prediction residuals). Rather, we voxelize them first with respect to their corresponding vertices in the reference frame, and then compress them. This ensures that 1) if two or more vertices or colors fall into the same voxel, they receive the same representation and hence are encoded only once, and 2) the colors (on the set of refined vertices) are resampled uniformly in space regardless of the density or shapes of triangles.
In the next section, we detail the basic elements of the system: refinement, voxelization, octrees, and transform coding. In the section after that, we detail how these basic elements are put together to encode and decode a sequence of triangle clouds.
REFINEMENT, VOXELIZATION, OCTREES, AND
TRANSFORM CODING
Refinement
Given a list of faces F, its corresponding list of vertices V, and upsampling factor U , a list of "refined" vertices V r can be produced using Algorithm 1.
Step 1 (in Matlab notation) assembles three equal-length lists of vertices (each as an N f × 3 matrix), containing the three vertices of every face.
Step 5 appends a linear combinations of the faces' vertices to a growing list of refined vertices. We assume that the list of colors C is in 1-1 correspondence with the list of refined vertices V r . Indeed, to obtain the colors C from a textured mesh, the 2D texture coordinates T can be linearly interpolated in the same manner as the 3D position coordinates V to obtain "refined" texture co- for j = 0 to U − i do 5:
end for 7: end for Output: V r ordinates T r which may then be used to lookup appropriate color C r = C in the texture map.
Morton codes and voxelization
A voxel is a volumetric element used to represent the attributes of an object in 3D over a small region of space. Analogous to 2D pixels, 3D voxels are defined on a uniform grid. We assume the geometric data live in the unit cube [0, 1)
3 , and we uniformly partition the cube into voxels of size
Now consider a list of points V = [v i ] and an equallength list of attributes
, where a i is the real-valued attribute (or vector of attributes) of v i . (These may be, for example, the list of refined vertices V r and their associated colors C r = C as discussed above.) In the process of voxelization, the points are partitioned into voxels, and the attributes associated with the points in a voxel are averaged. The points within each voxel are quantized to the voxel center. Each occupied voxel is then represented by the voxel center and the average of the attributes of the points in the voxel. Moreover, the occupied voxels are put into Z-scan order, also known as Morton order [44] . The first step in voxelization is to quantize the vertices and to produce their Morton codes. The Morton code m for a point (x, y, z) is obtained simply by interleaving (or "swizzling") the bits of x, y, and z, with x being higher order than y, and y being higher order than z. 
where N j is the number of elements in the sum. V v is the list of voxel centers. The algorithm has complexity O (N log N ), where N is the number of input vertices.
Algorithm 2 Voxelization (voxelize)
Input: V, A, 
is the average of all attributes whose Morton code is the jth
Octree encoding
Any set of voxels in the unit cube, each of size 2 −J × 2 −J × 2 −J , designated occupied voxels, can be represented with an octree of depth J [22, 23] . An octree is a recursive subdivision of a cube into smaller cubes, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Cubes are subdivided only as long as they are occupied (i.e., contain any occupied voxels). This recursive subdivision can be represented by an octree with depth J, where the root corresponds to the unit cube. The leaves of the tree correspond to the set of occupied voxels.
There is a close connection between octrees and Morton codes. In fact, the Morton code of a voxel, which has length 3J bits broken into J binary triples, encodes the path in the octree from the root to the leaf containing the voxel. Moreover, the sorted list of Morton codes results from a depth-first traversal of the tree.
Each internal node of the tree can be represented by one byte, to indicate which of its eight children are occupied. If these bytes are serialized in a depth-first traversal of the tree, the serialization (which has a length in bytes equal to the number of internal nodes of the tree) can be used as a description of the octree, from which the octree can be reconstructed. Hence the description can also be used to encode the ordered list of Morton codes of the leaves. This description can be further compressed using a context adaptive arithmetic encoder. However, for simplicity in our experiments, we use gzip instead of an arithmetic encoder.
In this way, we encode any set of occupied voxels in a canonical (Morton) order. 
Transform coding
In this section we describe the region adaptive hierarchical transform (RAHT) [33] and its efficient implementation. RAHT can be described as a sequence of orthonormal transforms applied to attribute data living on the leaves of an octree. For simplicity we assume the attributes are scalars. This transform processes voxelized attributes in a bottom up fashion, starting at the leaves of the octree. The inverse transform reverses this order.
Consider eight adjacent voxels, three of which are occupied, having the same parent in the octree, as shown in Figure 3 . The colored voxels are occupied (have an attribute) and the transparent ones are empty. Each occupied voxel is assigned a unit weight. For the forward transform, transformed attribute values and weights will be propagated up the tree.
One level of the forward transform proceeds as follows. Pick a direction (x, y, z), then check whether there are two occupied cubes that can be processed along that direction. In the leftmost part of Figure 3 there are only three occupied cubes, red, yellow, and blue, having weights w r , w y , and w b , respectively. To process in the direction of the x axis, since the blue cube does not have a neighbor along the horizontal direction, we copy its attribute value a b to the second stage and keep its weight w b . The attribute values a y and a r of the yellow and red cubes can be processed together using the orthonormal transformation
where the transformed coefficients a 0 g and a 1 g respectively represent low pass and high pass coefficients appropriately weighted. Both transform coefficients now represent information from a region with weight w g = w y + w r (green cube). The high pass coefficient is stored for entropy coding along with its weight, while the low pass coefficient is further processed and put in the green cube. For processing along the y axis, the green and blue cubes do not have neighbors, so their values are copied to the next level. Then we process in the z direction using the same transformation in (2) with weights w g and w b .
This process is repeated for each cube of eight subcubes at each level of the octree. After J levels, there remains one low pass coefficient that corresponds to the DC component; the remainder are high pass coefficients. Since after each processing of a pair of coefficients, the weights are added and used during the next transformation, the weights can be interpreted as being inversely proportional to frequency. The DC coefficient is the one that has the largest weight, as it is processed more times and represents information from the entire cube, while the high pass coefficients, which are produced earlier, have smaller weights because they contain information from a smaller region. The weights depend only on the octree (not the coefficients themselves), and thus can provide a frequency ordering for the coefficients. We sort the transformed coefficients by decreasing magnitude of weight.
Finally, the sorted coefficients are quantized using uniform scalar quantization, and are entropy coded using adaptive Run Length Golomb-Rice coding [43] . The pipeline is illustrated in Figure 4 .
Efficient implementations of RAHT and its inverse are detailed in Algorithms 4 and 5, respectively. Algorithm 3 is a prologue to each. Algorithm 6 is our uniform scalar quantization.
ENCODING AND DECODING
In this section we describe in detail encoding and decoding of dynamic triangle clouds. First we describe encoding and decoding of reference frames. Following that, we describe encoding and decoding of predicted frames. For both reference and predicted frames, we describe first how geometry is encoded and decoded, and then how color is encoded and decoded. The overall system is shown in Figure 5 .
Encoding and decoding of reference frames
For reference frames, encoding is summarized in Algorithm 7, while decoding is summarized in Algorithm 8. 
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Geometry encoding and decoding
We assume that the vertices in V (1) are in Morton order. If not, we put them into Morton order and permute the indices in F
(1) accordingly. The lists V (1) and F (1) are the geometryrelated quantities in the reference frame transmitted from the encoder to the decoder. V
(1) will be reconstructed at the decoder with some loss asV (1) , and F (1) will be reconstructed losslessly. We now describe the process.
At the encoder, the vertices in V (1) are first quantized to the voxel grid, producing a list of quantized verticesV (1) , the same length as V (1) . There may be duplicates inV (1) , because some vertices may have collapsed to the same grid point.V
(1) is then voxelized (without attributes), the effect of which is simply to remove the duplicates, producing a possibly slightly shorter listV (1) v along with a list of indices I
has no duplicates, it represents a set of voxels. This set can be described by an octree. The byte sequence representing the octree can be compressed with any entropy encoder; we use gzip. The list of indices I
v , which has the same length asV (1) , indicates, essentially, how to restore the duplicates, which are missing fromV
v . In fact, the indices in I
v increase in unit steps for all vertices inV (1) except the duplicates, for which there is no increase. The list of indices is thus a sequence of runs of unit increases alternating with runs of zero increases. This binary sequence of increases can be encoded with any entropy encoder; we use gzip on the run lengths. Finally the list of faces F (1) can be encoded with any entropy encoder; we again use gzip, though algorithms such as [4, 5] might also be used.
The decoder entropy decodesV (1) v , I
(1) v , and F (1) , and then recoversV (1) =V
v ), which is the quantized version of V (1) , to obtain bothV (1) and F (1) .
Color encoding and decoding
Let V
, U ) be the list of "refined vertices" obtained by upsampling, by factor U , the faces F (1) whose vertices are V (1) . We assume that the colors in the list C (1) r = C (1) correspond to the refined vertices in V
r . In particular, the lists have the same length. Here, we subscript the list of colors by an 'r' to indicate that it corresponds to the list of refined vertices.
When the vertices V (1) are quantized toV (1) , the refined vertices change toV
r can also be considered as indicating the colors onV (1) r . The list C
At the encoder, the refined verticesV rv . The quantized RAHT coefficients are entropy coded as described in Section 4.4 using the associated weights, and are transmitted. Finally, TC (1) rv is inverse transformed by RAHT to obtainĈ (1) rv . These represent the quantized voxel colors, and will be used as a reference for subsequent predicted frames.
At the decoder, similarly, the refined verticesV (1) r are obtained by upsampling, by factor U , the faces F (1) whose vertices areV
(1) (both of which have been decoded already in the geometry step).V
r is then voxelized (without attributes) to produce the list of voxelsV rv are recovered by using RAHT to transform a null signal on the verticesV (1) r , each with unit weight. Then TC (1) rv is entropy decoded using the recovered weights and inverse transformed by RAHT to obtain the quantized voxel colorsĈ (1) rv . Finally, the quantized refined vertex colors can be obtained asĈ 
Encoding and decoding of predicted frames
We assume that all N frames in a GOP are aligned. That is, the lists of faces, F r (i r ) are voxelized. As for any attribute, the average of the trajectories in each cell of the partition is used to represent all trajectories in the cell. Our scheme codes these representative trajectories. This could be a problem if trajectories diverge from the same, or nearly the same, point, for example, when clapping hands separate. However, this situation is usually avoided by restarting the GOF by inserting a key frame, or reference frame, whenever the topology changes, and by using a sufficiently fine voxel grid.
In this section we show how to encode and decode the predicted frames, i.e., frames t = 2, . . . , N , in each GOF. The frames are processed one at a time, with no look-ahead, to minimize latency. The encoding is detailed in Algorithm 9, while decoding is detailed in Algorithm 10.
Geometry encoding and decoding
At the encoder, for frame t, as for frame 1, the vertices V (1) , or equivalently the verticesV (1) , are voxelized. However, for frame t > 1 the voxelization occurs with attributes V (t) . In this sense, the vertices V (t) are projected back to the reference frame, where they are voxelized like attributes. As for frame 1, this produces a possibly slightly shorter listV v . Such a list is produced every frame. Therefore the previous frame can be used as a prediction. The prediction residual ∆V
is transformed, quantized with stepsize ∆ motion , inverse transformed, and added to the prediction to obtain the reproductionV
v , which goes into the frame buffer. The quantized transform coeffi-
Algorithm 9 Encode predicted frame (P-encoder)
Input: J, ∆ motion , ∆ color,inter (from system parameters) Input:
r (from reference frame encoder) Input:
(from previous frame buffer) 1 
rv (to previous frame buffer) Algorithm 10 Decode predicted frame (P-decoder) Input: J, U , ∆ motion , ∆ color,inter (from system parameters) 
rv (to previous frame buffer) cients are entropy coded. We use adaptive RLGR as the entropy coder.
At the decoder, the entropy code for the quantized transform coefficients of the prediction residual is received, entropy decoded, inverse transformed, inverse quantized, and added to the prediction to obtainV (t) v , which goes into the frame buffer. FinallyV (t) =V (t)
v ) is sent to the renderer.
Color encoding and decoding
At the encoder, for frame t > 1, as for frame t = 1, the refined verticesV (1) r , are voxelized with attributes C (t) r . In this sense, the colors C (t) r are projected back to the reference frame, where they are voxelized. As for frame t = 1, this produces a significantly shorter listV rv . Such a list is produced every frame. Therefore the previous frame can be used as a prediction. The prediction residual ∆C
is transformed, quantized with stepsize ∆ color,inter , inverse transformed, and added to the prediction to obtain the reproductionĈ
rv , which goes into the frame buffer. The quantized transform coefficients are entropy coded. We use adaptive RLGR as the entropy coder.
At the decoder, the entropy code for the quantized transform coefficients of the prediction residual is received, entropy decoded, inverse transformed, inverse quantized, and added to the prediction to obtainĈ (t) rv , which goes into the frame buffer. FinallyĈ
rv ) is sent to the renderer.
Rendering for visualization and distortion computation
The decompressed dynamic triangle cloud
may have varying density across triangles resulting in some holes or transparent looking regions, which are not satisfactory for visualization. We apply the triangle refinement function on the set of vertices and faces from Algorithm 1 and produce the redundant representation {V
. This sequence consists of a dynamic point cloud {V . This representation is further refined using a similar method to increase the spatial resolution by adding a linear interpolation function for the color attributes as shown in Algorithm 11. The output is a denser point cloud, denoted by {V
. We use this denser point cloud for visualization and distortion computation in the experiments described in the next section.
Algorithm 11 Refinement and Color Interpolation
Input: V r , C r , F r , U interp 1: V i = V r (F r (:, i), :), i = 1, 2, 3 // ith vertex of all faces 2: C i = C r (F r (:, i), :), i = 1, 2, 3 // color on i-th vertex 3: Initialize V rr = C rr = empty list 4: for i = 0 to U interp do 5: for j = 0 to U interp − i do 6:
end for 9: end for Output: V rr , C rr
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the RD performance of our system, for both intra-frame and inter-frame coding, for both color and geometry, under a variety of different error metrics. Our baseline for comparison to previous work is intra-frame coding of colored voxels using octree coding for geometry [23, 45, 28, 30] and RAHT coding for colors [33] .
Dataset
We use triangle cloud sequences derived from the Microsoft HoloLens Capture (HCap) mesh sequences Man, Soccer, and Breakers 1 . The initial frame from each sequence is shown in Figures 6a-c . In the HCap sequences, each frame is a triangular mesh. The frames are partitioned into groups of frames (GOFs). Within each GOF, the meshes are consistent, i.e., the connectivity is fixed but the positions of the triangle vertices evolve in time. We construct a triangle cloud from each mesh at time t as follows. For the vertex list V (t) and face list F (t) , we use the vertex and face lists directly from the mesh. For the color list C (t) , we upsample each face by factor U = 10 to create a list of refined vertices, and then sample the mesh's texture map at the refined vertices. The geometric data are scaled to fit in the unit cube [0, 1] 3 . Our voxel size is 2 −J × 2 −J × 2 −J , where J = 10 is the maximum depth of the octree. All sequences are 30 frames per second. The overall statistics are described in Table 2 .
Distortion metrics
Comparing algorithms for compressing colored 3D geometry poses some challenges because there is no single agreed upon metric or distortion measure for this type of data. Even if one attempts to separate the photometric and geometric aspects of distortion, there is often an interaction between the two. Table 2 : Dataset statistics. Number of frames, number of GOFs (i.e., number of reference frames), and average number of vertices and faces per reference frame, in the original HCap datasets, and average number of occupied voxels per frame after voxelization with respect to reference frames. All sequences are 30 fps. For voxelization, all HCap meshes were upsampled by a factor of U = 10, normalized to a 1 × 1 × 1 bounding cube, and then voxelized into voxels of size
We consider several metrics for both color and geometry to evaluate different aspects of our compression system.
Projection distortion
One common approach to evaluating the distortion of compressed colored geometry relative to an original is to render both the original and compressed versions of the colored geometry from a particular point of view, and compare the rendered images using a standard image distortion measure such as PSNR.
One question that arises with this approach is which viewpoint, or set of viewpoints, should be used. Another question is which method of rendering should be used. We choose to render from six viewpoints, by voxelizing the colored geometry of the refined and interpolated dynamic point cloud {V
described in Section 5.3, and projecting the voxels onto the six faces of the bounding cube, using orthogonal projection. For a cube of size 2 J × 2 J × 2 J voxels, the voxelized object is projected onto six images each of size 2 J ×2 J pixels. If multiple occupied voxels project to the same pixel on a face, then the pixel takes the color of the occupied voxel closest to the face, i.e., hidden voxels are removed. If no occupied voxels project to a pixel on a face, then the pixel takes a neutral gray color. The mean squared error over the six faces and over the sequence is reported as PSNR separately for each color component: Y, U, and V. We call this the projection distortion.
The projection distortion measures color distortion directly, but it also measures geometry distortion indirectly. Thus we will report the projection distortion as a function of the motion stepsize (∆ motion ) for a fixed color stepsize (∆ color ), and vice versa, to understand the independent effects of geometry and color compression on this measure of quality.
Matching distortion
A matching distortion is a generalization of the Hausdorff distance commonly used to measure the difference between geometric objects [42] . Let S and T be source and target sets of points, and let s ∈ S and t ∈ T denote points in the sets, with color components (here, luminances) Y (s) and Y (t), respectively. For each s ∈ S let t(s) be a point in T matched (or assigned) to s, and likewise for each t ∈ T let s(t) be a point in S assigned to t. The functions t(·) and s(·) need not be invertible. Commonly used functions are the nearest neighbor assignments t * (s) = arg min
where d 2 (s, t) is a geometric distortion measure such as the squared error d 2 (s, t) = ||s − t|| 2 2 . Given matching functions t(·) and s(·), the forward (one-way) mean squared matching distortion has geometric and color components
while the backward mean squared matching distortion has geometric and color components
and the symmetric mean squared matching distortion has geometric and color components
In the event that the sets S and T are not finite, the averages in (5)-(8) can be replaced by integrals, e.g., S ||s−t(s)|| 2 2 dµ(s) for an appropriate measure µ on S.
The forward, backward, and symmetric Hausdorff matching distortions are similarly defined, with the averages replaced by maxima (or integrals replaced by suprema).
Though there can be many variants on these measures, for example using averages in (9)-(10) instead of maxima, or using other norms or robust measures in (5)- (8), these definitions are consistent with those in [42] when t * (·) and s * (·) are used as the matching functions. (Though we do not use them here, matching functions other than t * (·) and s * (·), which take color into account and are smoothed, such as in [40] , may yield distortion measures that are better correlated with subjective distortion.) In this paper, for consistency with the literature, we use the symmetric mean squared matching distortion with matching functions t * (·) and s * (·). For each frame t, we compute the matching distortion between sets S (t) and T (t) , which are obtained by the sampling the texture map of the original HCap data to obtain a high resolution point cloud (V
rr ) with J = 10 and U = 40. We compare its colors and vertices to the decompressed and color interpolated high resolution point cloud
rr ) with interpolation factor U interp = 4 described in Section 5.3 2 . We then voxelize both point clouds and compute the mean squared matching distortion over all frames asd
and we report the geometry and color components of the matching distortion in dB as
where W = 1 is the width of the bounding cube. Note that even though the geometry and color components of the distortion measure are separate, there is an interaction: The geometry affects the matching, and hence affects the color distortion. Thus we will report the color component of the matching distortion as a function of the color stepsize (∆ color ) for a fixed motion stepsize (∆ motion ), and vice versa, to understand the independent effects of geometry and color compression on color quality. We report the geometry component of the matching distortion as a function only of the motion stepsize (∆ motion ), since color compression does not affect the geometry under the assumed matching functions t * (·) and s * (·).
Triangle cloud distortion
In our setting, the input and output of our system are the triangle clouds (
. Thus natural measures of distortion for our system are
where
r is the first (i.e, luminence) column of the N (t) r × 3 matrix of color attributes C (t) r and W = 1 is the width of the bounding cube. These represent the average geometric and luminance distortions across the faces of the triangles. P SN R U and P SN R V can be similarly defined.
However for rendering we use higher resolution versions of the triangles, in which both the vertices and the colors are interpolated up from V (t) r and C (t) r using Algorithm 11 to obtain higher resolution vertices and colors V (t) rr and C (t) rr . We use the following distortion measures as very close approximations of (16) and (17):
rr is the first (i.e, luminence) column of the N (t)
rr × 3 matrix of color attributes C (t) rr and W = 1 is the width of the bounding cube. P SN R U and P SN R V can be similarly defined.
Transform coding distortion
For the purposes of rate-distortion optimization, and other rapid distortion computations, it is more convenient to use an internal distortion measure: the distortion between the input and output of the tranform coder. We call this the transform coding distortion, defined in dB as
rv is the first (i.e, luminence) column of the N (t)
rv . P SN R U and P SN R V can be similarly defined. Unlike (18)- (19) , which are based on system inputs and outputs (20)- (21) are based on the voxelized quantities V
rv , which are defined for reference frames in Algorithm 7 (Steps 3, 6, and 9) and for predicted frames in Algorithm 9 (Steps 2, 7, 9, and 14). The squared errors in the two cases are essentially the same, but are weighted differently: one by face and one by voxel.
Rate metrics
As with the distortion, we report bit rates for compression of a whole sequence, for geometry and color. We compute the bit rate averaged over a sequence, in megabits per second, as
where N is the number of frames in the sequence, and bits is the total number of bits used to encode the color or geometry information of the sequence. Also, we report the bit rate in bits per voxel as
rv is the number of occupied voxels in frame t and again bits is the total number of bits used to encode color or geometry for the whole sequence. The number of voxels of a given frame N (t) rv depends on the voxelization used. For example in our triangle cloud encoder, within a GOF all frames have the same number of voxels, because the voxelization of attributes is done with respect to the reference frame. For our triangle encoder in all intra mode, each frame will have a different number of voxels.
Intra-frame coding
We first examine intra-frame coding of triangle clouds, and compare it to intra-frame coding of voxelized point clouds.
To obtain the voxelized point clouds, we voxelize the original mesh-based sequences Man, Soccer, and Breakers by refining each face in the original sequence by upsampling factor U = 10, and voxelizing to level J = 10. For each sequence, and each frame t, this produces a list of occupied voxels V (t) rv and their colors C rv .
Intra-frame coding of geometry
We compare our method for coding geometry in reference frames with the previous state-of-the-art for coding geometry in single frames. The previous state-of-the art for coding the geometry of voxelized point clouds [23, 45, 28, 30] codes the set of occupied voxels V (t) rv by entropy coding the octree description of the set. In contrast, our method first approximates the set of occupied voxels by a set of triangles, and then codes the triangles as a triple (V
v are coded using octrees plus gzip, the faces F (t) are coded directly with gzip, and the indices I (t)
v are coded using run-length encoding plus gzip as described in Section 5.1.1. When the geometry is smooth, relatively few triangles need to be used to approximate it. In such cases, our method gains because the list of vertices V v must also be coded. Taking all bits into account, Table 3 shows the bit rates for both methods in megabits per second (Mbps) and bits per occupied voxel (bpv) averaged over the sequences. Our method reduces the bit rate needed for intra-frame coding of geometry by a factor of 5-10, breaking through the 2.5 bpv rule-ofthumb for octree coding.
While it is true that approximating the geometry by triangles is generally not lossless, in this case the process is loss- Table 3 : Intra-frame coding of the geometry of voxelized point clouds. "Previous" refers to our implementation of the octree coding approach described in [23, 45, 28, 30] .
less because our ground truth datasets are already described in terms of triangles.
Intra-frame coding of color
Our method of coding color in reference frames is identical with the state-of-the art for coding color in single frames, using transform coding based on RAHT, described in [33] . For reference, the rate-distortion results for color intra-frame coding are shown in Figure 13 (where we compare to color interframe coding).
Inter/intra-frame coding: transform coding distortion rate curves
We next examine hybrid inter-frame plus intra-frame coding (here called inter/intra-frame coding) of triangle clouds using the transform coding distortion, and compare it to intra-frame only coding of triangle clouds. We show that temporal prediction provides substantial gains for geometry across all sequences, and significant gains for color on one of the three sequences.
6.5.1. Inter/intra-frame coding of geometry Figure 7 shows the geometry transform coding distortion P SN R G (20) as a function of the bit rate needed for geometry information in inter/intra-frame coding of the sequences Man, Soccer, and Breakers. It can be seen that the geometry PSNR saturates, at relatively low bit rates, at the highest fidelity possible for a given voxel size 2 −J , which is 71 dB for J = 10. In Figure 8 we show on the Breakers sequence that quality within 0.5 dB of this limit appears to be sufficiently close to that of the original voxelization without quantization. At this quality, for Man, Soccer, and Breakers sequences, the encoder in inter/intra (hybrid) mode has geometry bit rates of about 1.2, 2.7, and 2.2 Mbps (0.07, 0.19, 0.17 bpv), respectively. For comparison, the encoder in all-intra mode has geometry bit rates of 5.24, 6.39, and 4.88 Mbps (0.33, 0.44, 0.36 bpv), respectively, as shown in Table 3 . Thus the intra-inter mode has a geometry bit rate savings of a factor of 2-5 over our intra-frame coding only, and a factor of 13-45 over previous intra-frame octree coding.
A temporal analysis is provided in Figures 9 and 10 . Figure 9 shows the number of kilobits per frame needed to encode the geometry information for each frame. The number of bits for the reference frames are dominated by their octree descriptions, while the number of bits for the predicted frames depends on the quantization stepsize for motion residuals, ∆ motion . We observe that a significant bit reduction can be achieved by lossy coding of residuals. For ∆ motion = 4, there is more than a 3x reduction in bit rate for inter-frame coding relative to intra-frame coding. Figure 10 shows the mean squared quantization error
which corresponds to the P SN R G in (20) . Note that for reference frames, the mean squared error is well approximated by ||V
Thus for reference frames, the M SE G falls to 2 , while for predicted frames, the M SE G rises from 2 depending on the motion stepsize ∆ motion .
Intra/inter-frame coding of color
To evaluate color coding, first we consider separate quantization stepsizes for reference and predicted frames ∆ color,intra and ∆ color,inter respectively. Both take values in {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. Figures 11 and 12 shows the color transform coding distortion P SN R Y (21) as a function of the bit rate (Mbps and bpv respectively) needed for all (Y , U , V ) color information for inter/intra-frame coding of the sequences Man, Soccer, and Breakers, for different combinations of ∆ color,intra and ∆ color,inter , where each colored curve corresponds to a fixed value of ∆ color,intra . It can be seen that the optimal RD curve is obtained by choosing ∆ color,intra = ∆ color,inter , as shown in the dashed line.
Next, we consider equal quantization stepsizes for reference and predicted frames, hereafter designated simply ∆ color . Figure 13 shows the color transform coding distortion P SN R Y (21) as a function of the bit rate needed for all (Y , U , V ) color information for inter/intra-frame coding and intra-frame only coding on the sequences Man, Soccer, and Breakers. We observe that inter/intra-frame coding outperforms intra-frame only coding by 2-3 dB for the Breakers sequence. However, for the Man and Soccer sequences, their RD performances are similar. Further investigation is needed on when and how gains can be achieved by predictive coding of color.
A temporal analysis is provided in Figures 14 and 15 . In Figure 14 we show the bit rates (Kbit) to compress the color information for the first 100 frames of all sequences. We observe that, as expected, for smaller values of ∆ color the bit rates are higher, for all frames. For Man and Soccer sequences we observe that the bit rates do not vary much from reference frames to predicted frames; however in the Breakers sequence, it is clear that for all values of ∆ color the reference frames have much higher bit rates compared to predicted frames, which confirms the results from Figure 13 , where inter/intra-frame coding provides gains with respect to intra-frame only coding of triangle clouds for the Breakers sequence, but not for the Man and Soccer sequences. In Figure 15 we show the MSE of the Y color component for the first 100 frames of all sequences. For ∆ color ≤ 4 the error is uniform across all frames and sequences.
Comparison to dynamic mesh compression
We now compare our results to the dynamic mesh compression in [21] , which uses a distortion measure similar to the transform coding distortion measure, and reports results on a version of the Man sequence.
For geometry coding, Figure 5 in [21] shows that when their geometry distortion is 70.5 dB, their geometry bit rate is about 0.45 bpv. As shown in Figure 7 , at the same distortion, our bit rate is about 0.07 bpv, which is lower than their bit rate by a factor of 6x or more.
For color coding, Figure 5 in [21] shows that when their color distortion is 40 dB, their color bit rate is about 0.8 bpv. As shown in Figure 13 , at the same distortion, our bit rate is about 1.8 bpv.
Overall, their bit rate would be about 0.45 + 0.8 = 1.3 bpv, while our bit rate would be about 0.07 + 1.8 = 1.9 bpv. However it should be cautioned that the sequence compressed in [21] is not the original Man sequence used in our work but rather a smooth mesh fit to a low-resolution voxelization (J = 9) of the sequence. Hence it has smoother color as well as smoother geometry, and should be easier to code. Nevertheless, it is a point of comparison.
6.6. Inter/intra-frame coding: triangle cloud, projection, and matching distortion-rate curves
In this section we show distortion rate curves using the triangle cloud, projection, and matching distortion measures. All distortions in this section are computed from high resolution triangle clouds generated from the original HCap data, and from the decompressed triangle clouds. For computational complexity reasons, we show results only for the Man sequence, and consider only its first four GOFs (120 frames).
Geometry coding
First we analyze the triangle cloud distortion and matching distortion of geometry as a function of geometry bit rate. The RD plots are shown in Figure 16 . We observe that both distortion measures start saturating at the same point as for the transform coding distortion: around ∆ motion = 4. However for these distortion measures the saturation is not as pronounced. This suggest that these distortion measures are quite sensitive to small amounts of geometric distortion.
Next we study the effect of geometry compression on color quality. In Figure 17 we show the Y component PSNR for the projection and matching distortion measures. The color has been compressed at the highest bit rate considered, using the same quantization step for intra and inter color coding, ∆ color = 1. Surprisingly, we observe a significant influence of the geometry compression on these color distortion measures, particular for ∆ motion > 4. This indicates very high sensitivity to geometric distortion of the projection distortion measure and the color component of the matching distortion measure. This hyper-sensitivity can be explained as follows. For the projection distortion measure, geometric distortion causes local shifts of the image. As is well known, PSNR, as well as other image distortion measures including SSIM, fall apart upon image shifts. For the matching metric, since the matching functions s * and t * depend only on geometry, geometric distortion causes inappropriate matches, which affect the color distortion across those matches.
Color coding
Finally we analyze the RD curve for color coding as a function of color bit rate. We plot Y component PSNR for the triangle cloud, projection, and matching distortion measures in Figure 18 . For this experiment we consider the color quantization steps equal for intra and inter coded frames. The motion step is set to ∆ motion = 1. For all three distortion measures, the PSNR saturates very quickly. Apparently, this is because the geometry quality severely limits the color quality under any of the these three distortion measures, even when the geometry quality is high (∆ motion = 1). In particular, when ∆ motion = 1, for color quantization stepsizes smaller than ∆ color = 8, color quality does not improve significantly under these distortion measures, while under the transform coding distortion measure, the PSNR continues to improve, as shown in Figures 11 and 12 . Whether the hyper-sensitivity of the color projection and color matching distortion measures to geometric distortion are perceptually justified is questionable, but open to further investigation.
Comparison to dynamic point cloud compression
Notwithstanding possible issues with the color projection distortion measure, it provides an opportunity to compare our results on dynamic triangle cloud compression to the results on dynamic point cloud compression in [40] . Like us, [40] reports results on a version of the Man sequence, using the projection distortion measure. Figure 12 shows that for triangle cloud compression, the projection distortion reaches 38.5 dB at around 2 bpv. In comparison, Figure 10a in [40] shows that for dynamic point cloud compression, the projection distortion reaches 38.5 dB at around 3 bpv. Hence it seems that our dynamic triangle cloud compression may be more efficient than point cloud compression under the projection distortion measure. However it should be cautioned that the sequence compressed in [40] is a lower resolution (J = 9) version of the Man sequence rather than the higher resolution version (J = 10) used in our work. Moreover, Figure 12 in our paper reports the distortion between the original signal (with uncoded color and uncoded geometry) to the coded signal (with coded color and coded geometry), while Figure 10a in [40] reports the distortion between the signal with uncoded color and coded geometry to the signal with coded color and identically coded geometry. In the latter case, the saturation of the color measure due to geometric coding is not apparent.
CONCLUSION
When coding for video, the representation of the input to the encoder and the representation of the output of the decoder are clear: sequences of rectangular arrays of pixels. Furthermore, distortion measures between the two representations are well accepted in practice.
In contrast, when coding for augmented reality, as of yet, the representation of the input to the encoder and the representation of the output of the decoder are not yet widely agreed upon in the research community. This is because the there are many types of sensing scenarios and rigs, each requiring a different process for fusing raw camera data into the encoder input representation. Likewise, there are many varieties of display scenarios and devices, each requiring a different process for rendering the decoder output representation. Naturally, distortion measures between any such representations are also not yet widely agreed upon.
Two leading candidates for the codec's representation for augmented reality to this point have been dynamic meshes and dynamic point clouds. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. Dynamic meshes fit well into the traditional graphic pipeline and have high compression efficiency. However, they do not accommodate well the noise and non-surface topologies typically present in real time live capture. Conversely, dynamic point clouds are well-suited for representing noise and non-surface topologies, but are difficult to interpolate in space and time, making them difficult to compress by exploiting spatial and temporal redundancies.
In this paper, we proposed dynamic polygon clouds, which have the advantages of both meshes and point clouds, without their disadvantages. We provided detailed algorithms on how to compress them, and we used a variety of distortion measures to evaluate their performance.
For intra-frame coding of geometry, we showed that compared to the previous state-of-the-art for intra-frame coding of the geometry of voxelized point clouds, our method reduces the bit rate by a factor of 5-10 with negligible (but nonzero) distortion, breaking through the 2.5 bpv rule-of-thumb for lossless coding of geometry in voxelized point clouds. Intuitively, these gains are achieved by reducing the representation from a dense list of points to a less dense list of vertices and faces. For inter-frame coding of geometry, we showed that compared to our method of intra-frame coding of geometry, we can reduce the bit rate by a factor of 3 or more. For inter/intraframe (hybrid) coding, this results in a geometry bit rate savings of a factor of 2-5 over intra-frame coding only. Intuitively, these gains are achieved by coding the motion prediction residuals. Multiplied by the 5-10 x improvement of our intra-frame coding compared to previous octree-based intraframe coding, we have demonstrated a 13-45 x reduction in bit rate over previous octree-based intra-frame coding.
For inter-frame coding of color, we showed that compared to our method of intra-frame coding of color (which is the same as the current state-of-the-art for intra-frame coding of color [33] ), our method reduces the bit rate by about 30% or alternatively increases the PSNR by about 2 dB (at the relevant level of quality) for one of our three sequences. For the other two sequences, we found little improvement in performance relative to intra-frame coding of color. This is a matter for further investigation, but one hypothesis is that the gain is dependent upon the quality of the motion estimation. Intuitively, gains are achieved by coding the color prediction residuals, and the color prediction is accurate only if the motion estimation is accurate.
We compared our results on triangle cloud compression to recent results in dynamic mesh compression and dyanmic point cloud compression. The comparisons are imperfect due to somewhat different datasets and distortion measures, which likely favor the earlier work. However, they indicate that compared to dynamic mesh compression, our geometry coding may have a bit rate 6x lower, while our color coding may have a bit rate 2.25x higher. At the same time, compared to dynamic point cloud compression, our overall bit rate may be about 33% lower.
Our work also revealed the hyper-sensitivity of distortion measures such as the color projection and color matching distortion measures to geometry coding.
Future work includes better transforms and better entropy coders, RD optimization, better motion compensation, and more perceptually relevant distortion measures and postprocessing filtering. 
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